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University of California

Praise from patients

Alternative treatment
offered at SFGH

Affirmative action requests cut

Small budget increase for UC
By Andy Evangelista
All proposed new program
increases for the
University of California
in-

funding

—

cluding those for student affirmative action
were trimmed from the 1981-82 state
budget Governor Brown

—

presented last Saturday.
The University and student
leaders will strongly urge the
Legislature, which will review
the state budget over the next
few months, to include the proposed funding increases in the
final budget.
UC, however, will be com-

peting for a bigger slice of the
budget pie against other state

agencies also in a funding
pinch. The state, with its
budget surplus dwindling, will
next year begin feeling the real
effects of Proposition 13. Local
governments and schools, aided the past two years by
state bailout money, are expected to be hit hardest.
Modest increase

Dr. Dorothy Waddell (left) and psychologist Loren Krane of
the SFFH Alternative Therapies Unit work without pay
teaching patients self-care.
By Susan Stern
The Alternative Therapies
Unit (ATU) at San Francisco
General Hospital (SFGH) may
prove to be a much needed
middle ground in the polarized
American health care scene.
Today's consumer is increasingly caught in the cross-fire
between traditional practitioners with their medications
and high technology and
"alternative" healers hawking
a grab bag of techniques from
acupuncture to irridology.
With each side bent on
discrediting the other, it
becomes harder to trust either
one.
But the ATU seems to be
making a virtue of straddling
the fence. Though the SFGHbased unit teaches self-care
and offers techniques such as
biofeedback, massage and

acupuncture, it does not reject
the medical model. And the
patients seem to like it.
According to a survey released by the ATU this week, 87
per cent of their clients in
1979-80 were satisfied with
their treatment. Repeatedly.

the patients claimed they like

the ATU because it is "an
alternative under medical
auspices."
Patient power
From 150 to 200 patients are
seen at the ATU per month,
mainly for muscle-skeletal
pain, headaches, stress and
stress-related illnesses, cancer
and hypertension. Most are
referred to the unit by SFGH
or outside physicians, and "a
good many" according to ATU
founder and Coordinator Dr.
Dorothy Waddell, are considered "difficult or complicated patients" — patients
that other physicians have
given up on, sometimes
because no organic basis for
their complaints has beeti
found.
The thrust of the ATU program, according to Dr. Waddell, a UCSF Associate Clinical
Professor of Medicine, is "the
medical model without the
focus on drugs." Drugs, Dr.
Waddell says, reinforce a patient's passivity.
The aim of the ATU, says
Continued on Page 4

By Thomas Brom
Pacific News Service

Mid-level
practitioners

America's
new healers

A new layer is being added
to the already highly stratified
American medical profession,
a mid-level of health practitioners who perform many of
the family doctor's chores, but
work for a daily wage.
The doctoring business in
the United States is doing what
most other successful enter-'
prises did long ago—incorporating, and hiring a
specialized labor force to handle routine office visits. The
impact is most profound in
America's small towns and in-
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For the University next year
Brown has proposed a modest
3.9 percent increase which
would bring the amount of UC

state support up to $1.08
billion. UC had requested a
seven percent or $79 million increase.

Governor

Brown

was

generous to UC in comparison
to the community and state
college systems. Only a .7 percent increase was proposed for
the state university and colleges. A one percent cut has
been recommended for the
community colleges..
*
UC President David Saxon is
expected to discuss the Governor's budget and its possible
effects on UC at today's Board
of Regents meeting in San

Francisco.

Among the UC requests cuts
from the budget were:
—$630,000 for increased af-

firmative action support services;
-$450,000

—

for

fees for more financial aid.)
—$1.4 million for 100 FTE
teaching assistant positions for

programs designed to help

undergraduate students with
basic skills deficiencies.
Requested increases for
other instruction, student, and
facility related items were also
axed from the Governor's
budget.
UC consulted
The cuts were made after
consultation with UC officials.
Faced with a no-win situation,
UC reluctantly decided to
eliminate all new program increases from the Governor's
budget.
The move bothers Paul
Rogers, co-director of the UC
Student Lobby, which will ask
Continued on Page 3

a

graduate/professional student
affirmative action program;
—$1.1 million for complete
state funding of undergraduate
affirmative action and educational opportunity programs
(EOP), which assist minority
and low-income students;
(This would free $1.1 million
from student-paid educational

Students are reminded that
Reminder!

Who trusts the company doc?
By David A. Smith
Mrs. D. is a worker in a
large factory on the east coast.
While working in the loading
yard, she falls and hurts her
shoulder. At the company
dispensary an x-ray is taken.
She is told that she has
"aggravated bursitis" and
should return to work at
once. After working a week
she can no longer stand
the pain and she sees her
private doctor who has another
x-ray taken. She is then told
that she has a fractured bone

in her shoulder and must stay
out of work for at least a
month.
This was a typical, true
scenario described and analyzed by second-year medical student Jim Krieger last Tuesday
at the year's first Sutro Society
meeting. Before 50 persons in
attendance, Krieger summarized and answered questions about a study he conner cities, where the few resident doctors are now able to

expand their practices.
The new healers—physician's assistants, family nurse
practitioners and certified
nurse midwives —may have
had previous training as

registered nurses. Some were
former members of the Army
Medical Corps. Some had only

bachelor's degrees before
enrolling in a two or four year
physician's assistant program.
Under a doctor's supervision,
most may examine incoming
patients, take medical
histories, request lab tests, give
orders to nurses, and make

ducted at a General Electric
(G.E.) plant in Massachusetts.
The study concluded that few
working persons trust their
company physicians for standard medical care, and that
most workers rate the company
doctor very poorly in comparison to private physicians.

The study also found that
two-thirds of the workers
surveyed felt that the company
doctor's allegiance was to the
corporation and not to the
worker-patient.
Summarizing the history
and purposes of research in the
area of occupational health,
Krieger noted the results of a
California Department of
Health study claiming that 90
per cent of job-related injuries
in the state are not reported as
such. He also quoted an even
higher figure — 95 per cent for
non-reported injuries given by
Dan Berman, author of Death
Continued on Page 5
hospital rounds. A few are even
assisting in surgery.
The result certainly increases the volume of patients
treated by rural and inner city
medical practices, magnifying
the profits and changing the
candy shop economics of the
small office. More important,
mid-level practitioners compensate for the great
weaknesses of the private
health care system. They spend
more time with patients, emphasize "well-body" preventive
medicine and health education, and often work for doc-

tors in "unprofitable" areas.
Now big city practitioners

Jim Krieger discussed his study
on company doctors.

are jumping on the bandwagon. Physicians are becoming corporate managers, this
year employing 11,000 physician's assistants, 16,000 family
nurse practitioners, and 2,000
certified nurse midwives. Less
than 15 years after mid-level
health training began, only one
state—New Jersey—still forbids their use.
"The modern practice is run
like any other business," says
Paul Steier, a specialist physician's assistant who implants
heart pacemakers with a cardiologist in San Leandro,
California. "It divorces us
Continued on Page 6
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Letter

Vital Signs
Involuntary Sterilization Suit
The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) has filed a class
action suit against the state of
Virginia on behalf of four
women who were sterilized
without notification while

undergoing treatment at state
mental institutions. The suit is
also intended to benefit an
estimated 7200 persons who
were sterilized without informed consent under the auspices
of the state between 1924 and
1972.
The state program was
designed to eliminate social
misfits through involuntary
eugenic sterilization. The suit,
filed in Federal District Court,
named six state mental
hospitals, the Governor and
two other state officials, and
the state agency responsible for
the sterilizations.
From 1900 to 1920, at least
65,000 Americans were sterilized involuntarily for similar
reasons. More than 20 states,
including Connecticut and
Virginia, still permit compulsory sterilization of "incompetent" persons under
some circumstances. A

Virginia state legislative group
held hearings in early January
on a bill that would substantially restrict the power of
public officials to sanction involuntary sterilization.
In some states, including
Maryland, records indicate
that scores of young and poor
women are sterilized every year
in violation of Federal restrictions against such practices.
The Virginia suit does not
seek compensation for those
who were sterilized without informed consent, but asks that
the state inform each person
who was sterilized that such an
operation was performed.
Since state agencies have refused to notify those who underwent involuntary sterilization,
the suit asserts that it is impossible for persons on whom
the operations were performed
to receive adequate medical
care in the absence of such information.
ACLU attorneys contend
that women who undergo
sterilization have a slightly increased risk of developing
cancer and other diseases. It is
estimated that 2,500 of the
7,200 people sterilized in
Virginia may still be able to
have children, and the suit
seeks to provide medical care
for those who choose to try to
have children.
The main purpose of the
suit, however, is to create
safeguards that would prohibit
further programs of mass
sterilization of patients at mental hospitals and reform
schools.
New York Times

12/30/80
New British Hospital
Package Tour
British Airways and
American Medical International (AMI), a Beverly Hillsbased health care company
with a string of private
hospitals in London, are offering a new airfare/hospital
treatment package called
ClinicAir.
A foreigner can sign up for a
double heart valve replacement, including air fare and 22
days in a London hospital with

To the Editor

full board for only $22,400.
$7000 will pay for stripping
varicose veins from one leg, as
well as for the flight to London.
"This is a marketing thing.
Once people get to know about
it, it will really take off," said
Dr. Stanley Balfour-Lynn,
chairman of AMI in Europe.
Using the British Airways
slogan "We'll take care of
you," Dr. Balfour-Lynn plans
to distribute ClinicAir
brochures to 150 British Airways offices around the world.
The ClinicAir packages includes transportation from the
airport, X-rays and all hospital
bills, although clients are advised to bring cash for such extras as newspapers and drinks.
If 'unexpected medical complications arise, ClinicAir is
covered for the extra cost by an
insurance agreement worked
out with Lloyd's of London.
London's private hospitals
are suffering from the same
disease that afflicts the expensive hotels. The strong pound
and British inflation have cut
occupancy rates. London, once
a mecca for residents of the
British Empire seeking
medical treatment, has acquired a reputation for overcharging and often supercilious service. In the ClinicAir
package, the 60 London doctors who signed up for the program have agreed to reduce
their fees, although Dr.
Balfour-Lynn declined to say
by how much.
—New York Times
12/28/80
Dangerous Food Additives
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has announced the conclusions of a
special panel convened to
review the agency's list of
substances generally recognized as safe (the G.R.A.S. list).
According to FDA commissioner Jere Goyan (on leave as
Dean of the UCSF School of
Pharmacy), the results should
be "generally reassuring to the
American consumer."
The panel, known as the
Select Committee on G.R.A.S.

Substances of the Federation

of American Societies for Ex-

perimental Biology, placed 305
additives in Class 1, a category
for substances considered safe
at current and anticipated
levels of use. These included
vegetable oils; casein, a cow's
milk protein used in dairy products; tartrates, the flavoring
agents and buffers in some
beverages, baked goods, candies, gelatins and jams; and
protein hydrozolates, flavor
enhancers in meat products.
Class 2 is a category for ingredients considered safe at
current levels of use. but which
need more research on the effects of prolonged use. Class 2
includes 68 substances, such as
alginates, which are seaweed
derivatives used in beverages,
ice cream and baked goods;
and iron and iron salts, used as
nutritional supplements in
bread and other refined grain
products.
Nineteen

A 'misordering of priorities'?

were
recommended for further study
(Class 3). Among these were
BHA and BHT, two preservatives used in oils, shortenings, chewing gum, dry
breakfast cereals, nut products
Continued on Page 7
additives

Last November, a conference, entitled The Medical
Consequences of Nuclear War,
was presented in San' Francisco. The seminar was sponsored by UCSF, Stanford
School of Medicine, and the

UC Berkeley School of Public
Health.

Its speaker repertoire included Nobel and Pulitzer
prize winning scientists, the
heads of the CMA, Cal Tech,
Harvard and UC Berkeley
School of Public Health, and
several government dignitaries
including a retired Admiral of
the U.S. Navy and former
deputy director of the C.I. A.
I and several other concerned classmates thought the
seminar to be of exceptional
educational value to our lives
and careers as socially responsible physicians.
We approached Dr. Allen
Goldfein, Associate Dean of
Curricular Affairs for the
UCSF medical school, prior to
the conference to seek the
medical school administration's support so medical
students could conveniently attend.
We were aware of substantial interest in our class, and
knew that many students
would be hindered from attending because it would mean
missing two days of classes. We
specifically asked for a letter
from the Dean or ad-

ministration

encouraging

students to attend, and the
videotaping of our classes during the days of the semester or

even possibly scheduling alternate lectures. We also noted
that the Stanford Medical
School had made arrangements for its medical
classes to attend and the Harvard Medical School cancelled
all its classes so students could
attend when the program was
presented on the east coast.
Much to our dismay, our requests and concerns were
received with little consideration. We were told that costs
were prohibitive for the
videotaping of lectures, that
events such as this one come
along all the time, and that if
the administration supported
this it would have to support
any cause people were interested in. We were also told
that as far as the medical
school was concerned, this
wasn't considered relevant to
our medical training but rather
political activity.
Despite the lack of support,
a large group of students attended the conference anyway,
with the help and encouragement of several faculty
members and classmates who
supplied us with information
from the classes we missed during those days. The seminar
turned out to be better than
any of us had originally envisioned it to be, and well worth
what we had missed to attend
it.

Last Friday, Jan. 9, was
declared Dean's Day at UCSF
in honor of Dr. Julius Krevans'
tenth anniversary as dean of
the School of Medicine (See
story on page 7). The medical
students' curriculum on that

Friday

afternoon

rescheduled to the

was

previous
Wednesday so that we could

attend the Dean's Day activities.
Not only this, all medical
students were invited to a
catered luncheon from 12-2
that Friday afternoon, where
wine and cheese were also served, all in honor of Dean
Krevans. The cost of this luncheon must have been quite a
sum.
I don't wish to take any
credit away from the excellent
job Dean Krevans has done
during the past 10 years.
However, I can't help but confront a gross distortion and
misordering of priorities on the
part of the UCSF administration. It seems very truly irresponsible that they would
reschedule classes and provide
an expensive luncheon for
medical students to honor one
dean, and yet not even provide
a letter of encouragement for
students to attend an event
which is meaningful to our
careers as responsible and
socially aware health care providers.
Such oversight cannot Se
tolerated and supported by
medical students if we truly
care about the quality and content of our education here at
UCSF. I call upon all students
to take an active role and let
their vocies be heard concerning the values we consider important in our education and
formation as health care providers.
Michael Gaddini
Med. 11

Research fellowship applications
Students interested in planning a special study or project to
be carried out under faculty
supervision are invited to apply
for ■ a President's Undergraduate Fellowship for 1980-81,
The fellowship program was
established to enable
"unusually talented" students
to undertake independent
study which may include
research and/or creative activities.
At this time, $1800 is
available to support
fellowships for the the school
year of 1980-81. Each stipend
is based on the cost of the project but may not excee3
$1,000. Final reports for projects will be due Nov. 1, 1981.
All UCSF students who are
in professional curricula and

Future of Blacks

in health care
series
Robert Staples, Ph.D., professor of sociology at UCSF,
will speak on "The Mental
Health Implications for Black
Singles" on Wednesday, Jan.
21, noon-1 p.m.; in HSW 300.
This talk is one in a series
entitled "The Future of Blacks
in Health Care in the 19805,"
sponsored by the Black
Students Health Alliance.
Professor Staples is internationally known for his research
on the Black family. His most
recent book, The World of
Black Singles, will be published in March.
All are invited to attend.

have not completed their first
professional degrees are eligible, but graduate academic
and graduate nursing students
are not. The fellowship is for
one year and is not renewable.
To apply, a student must
submit the name of a faculty

sponsor, an outline of the proposed project, a statement of
approval by the sponsor, and
budget. The project outline
should specify when the project

will be carried out, the approximate length of time necessary
and the anticipated completion
date.

Applications are available
from Margie Kilmartin in the
Financial Aid Office and are
due by Feb. 2. The Selection
Committee, composed of
members of the faculty, will
meet to select the recipients,
and award notification will be
made as soon as possible.

Talk on alternative birthing
Alternative Birthing will be
the topic of a lunchtime fOrum
on Tuesday, Jan. 20, noon, in
HSE332.
The speaker will be a mid-

wife from the group Birthways.
The forum is the first this
quarter in an ongoing series on
women and health care, sponsored by the Women Medical
Students' Association.
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Protest in Utah, Nevada

Sagebrush Rebellion grows an anti-nuclear offshoot

By Norman Soloman
Pacific News Service
The release of the Air
Force's environmental impact
study on the proposed MX
mobile missile system has added another explosive weapon to
the gathering anti-federal
known as the
Sagebrush Rebellion in the interior West.
The report, predicting
negative impact's on the
region's water supply, air
quality and vegetation if the
$30 billion system is constructed, is certain to help
broaden the Sagebrush
Rebellion beyond its normal
focus on land issues and the
federal Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). The
Defense and Energy Departments, which sponsor
numerous current and planned
atomic weapons projects in the
region, are increasingly being
lumped with the hated BLM.
In Utah and Nevada, particularly, opposition to the MX
missile system has grown so intense that even strongly proPentagon congressional
delegations are balking at MX
scenarios for their states.
Meanwhile, a new citizen
drive has gained significant
strength in the past year, aimed at ending all underground
nuclear bomb tests. The
testing occurs in the Nevada
desert at an average rate of
once every three weeks, under
auspices of the Departments of
Energy and Defense.
"It's just people working

together," says lifelong Utah
resident, Preston J. Truman of
the dc facto coalition, comprised primarily of rural and urban

Mormons flexing political
muscles in the heart of
"Reagan country." The informal alliance includes
environmentally-minded
students active in the region, as
well as national religious
organizations and peace ac-

tivists.
Truman, a Mormon who
grew up in southern Utah
downwind from atmospheric
nuclear bomb tests, serves as

state director of the Citizens'
Call organization. It was set up
in early 1980 to aid people in
Utah, Nevada and northern
Arizona with health problems
linked to fallout from the
above ground atomic explosions which took place from

1951 to 1962 about 100 miles
north of Las Vegas.
Among the group's highest
priorities is closure of the
1,350-square-mile Nevada Test
Site. Citizens' Call volunteers
have collected more than 6,000
signatures in recent months
from mostly-rural residents in
surrounding areas, calling for
a permanent halt to the
underground nuclear explosions.
"People want the federal
government out," says
Truman. "The land management issue was just the first
thing to come along."
Regional opposition to the
MX system and to
underground nuclear testing is
becoming almost as fiery as the
land disputes of recent years. A

Brown proposes
modest UC increase
Continued from Page 1
legislators to put the affirmative action and teaching
assistant funding back into the

ble remedies. Fees paid by UC
students are not considered
tuition.

budget.

The situation, however,
might be different for health
science students. Rogers said it
is possible that legislation will
propose charging tuition to UC
health professional students.

"It is hard to believe these
programs are the lowest
priorities," Rogers said. "I
can't believe there aren't other
items in the Unviersity budget
that are of lower priority."
The University will also try
to convince the Legislature of
the importance of the affirmative action and teaching
assistant program funding,
Rogers said. In the past this
tactic worked in getting cuts
the Governor made restored by
the Legislature.

The problem is that other
state agencies will be asking for
more money and restoration of
cuts, Rogers said. "But this
year, there simply won't be
enough to go around."
Tuition
On the subject of tuition,
Rogers predicted it will not be
a major issue this year. The
Student Body Presidents'
Council and UC Student Lobby, however, will be prepared
to help deter any discussion on
tuition, he said.
During past years in
which the University was faced
with possible budget problems,
increasing fees and imposing
tuition were suggested as possi-

A measure which would have
imposed a $1,000 a year tuition
(in addition to other fees) on
UC medical, dental and
veterinary students was
defeated last summer. That
plan was suggested after State
Legislative Analyst William
Hamm argued that UC health
professional students pay lower
fees than those at similar institutions across the country.
During last minute negotiations with the Department of
Finance, UC officials reportedly suggested a $2,000 a year

tuition for graduate health
science students. Governor
Brown rejected the suggestion.
Raises

Still to be negotiated are pay
raises for state and university
employees, for which Brown
has set aside $509 million.
Equalized thoughout, the
amount would mean only a five
percent raise for workers.
Employee group leaders have
called the amount inadequate
and referred to the $509
million as the "dogfight" fund.

Part of a sketch of a mobile basing scheme of the MX missile
system. Residents in Utah and Nevada are protesting the
testing of the weapon in their states.
mid-December Conference for
a Comprehensive Test Ban in
Salt Lake City drew representatives of several dozen constituencies, including devout
Mormon housewives, disarmament lobbyists from
Washington, test site workers,
Indians and ranchers.

"The time to do something is
now," Cecil Garland, a cattle
rancher from Western Utah,
told the conference.
"Everybody's flat up against
the bomb.

"I suppose we can thank the
Air Force for one thing," he
added. "I think if we can get
the cowboys and Indians
together, we may whip them
yet."

The opposition to atomic
testing has been fueled by
published medical reports of
an increased leukemia rate
among children in areas downwind from the test site, and by

congressional report last
August which conceded that
federal evidence of radiation
dangers "was not only
disregarded by actually supa

vented radiation off the test
site.
In Utah, where the Mormon
church wields enormous
power, there are indications
that church officials support
the upsurge of opposition to
underground atomic testing
and MX construction in the
region. Tickets to a midDecember fund-raising
benefit, titled "Ax the MX,"
were widely advertised ".s being
available at a chain of churchowned stores. And, routinely,
the state's many Mormonowned media institutions
broadcast and publish
favorable depictions of the
growing organized efforts

against

the

MX

and

underground tests.

On a recent Citizens' Call
speaking tour in the neighbor-

ing state of Idaho, which like
Utah is heavily Mormon,
pressed."
Truman caused a stir
Preston
Guinea pigs
as he publicly urged those with
"I feel that we were used
traditional religious values to
more or less as guinea pigs,"
take a harder look at Pentagon
says Martha Laird, whose
nuclear programs. "1 don't
young son died of leukemia
understand why the conserwhile living in Nevada during
vatives getting so upset about
the atmospheric tests. "To this abortions
have been slow to
day, they (federal health ofrealize that the federal nuclear
ficials) have never checked
weapons programs are the biganyone in my family or anyone
gest baby-killers around,"
that I know of from the fallout Truman says.
of these bombs."
Wastes
A new Citizens' Call
In another nuclear-related
brochure, presently receiving
issue, Idaho Governor John
wide distribution in comEvans has called for a halt to
munities downwind from the the
injection of liquid radioacNevada nuclear testing
tive
wastes into the Snake
grounds, cites recent federal River Plain
stanaquifer
government admissions that dard
for
operating
procedure
more than 40
nuclear

underground
bomb blasts have

—

the past 27 years at the federal
Continued on Page 8

Kaiser award nominations
Nominations are now being
solicited for the thirteenth annual Kaiser Awards for Excellence in Teaching, open to
any member of the School of
Medicine who is active in
teaching undergraduate
medical students and/or
housestaff.
These awards were establish-

El Salvador
symposium
How America should respond to the escalating war in
El Salvador will be discussed
by authorities from many sides
of the issue in a symposium on
Friday, Jan. 16, 1-5 p.m., at
Wheeler Hall on the UC

Ed by the Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation, and this
year, three awards of $750 each
are to be presented.
Nominations may be submitted by students, housestaff, or
faculty and should include a
brief description of the
nominee's teaching responsibilities, effectiveness of
presentation, and ability to
stimulate interest and selfeducation. The submission of
supporting letters from the
nominee's students and peers
and other appropriate

documentation is encouraged.
Nominations should be sent
to: Chairman, Committee of
the Kaiser Awards, Dean's Office (S-224), School of
Medicine, University of
California, San Francisco
94143, before the deadline date
of Feb. 13.
Additional information
about these awards may be obtained from notices posted on
School of Medicine bulletin
boards and available in the Office of Student Affairs, School
of Medicine, S-245.

ASUCSF
presents

Berkeley campus.

President-elect Reagan's
first major foreign policy decision may be to determine the
U.S. role in El Salvador.
Among those offering views on
this at the Friday symposium
will be representatives from
Amnesty International, the
foreign policy field, and the
U.S. labor movement. Also
planned are spokespeople with
a conservative perspective on
Central American politics, as
well as officials from the FDR
(the Salvadorean opposition
group) and the Catholic
Church.

The audience will be invited
to question the speakers.
The event is sponsored by
Professors Concerned About
U.S. involvement in El
Salvador (a UC BerkeleyStanford group) and the Latin
American Students Association at UC Berkeley. For more
information call 642-7783.

WINTER QUARTER DANCE
Friday, January 16
8:00 pm -1:00 am
MU Cafeteria
Music by:

THE MATRIX BAND
& ESPRIT
Admission: $1.50

Refreshments
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SFGH unit combines traditional and
Continued from Page I
staff psychologist Loren
Krane, is to "enpower patients." Or as ATU Assistant
Coordinator Kathleen Campbell sums up: "Getting the patient to do more so the meds
can do less."
Thus, while a patient with
muscular-skeletal problems
might be put in traction or
prescribed muscle relaxants at
a traditional clinic, such a patient might receive massage,
acupuncture or yoga exercises
at the ATU. The conventional
treatment for hypertension,
likewise, relies on medication;
but at the ATU patients suffering from high blood pressure
would be taught relaxation
techniques and urged to
change their diet and exercise

habits.

The use of alternative
therapies at the ATU goes only
so far, however. The unit,
Campbell stresses, is not a
primary care facility. For most
patients, the regimen they get
at the ATU is adjunctive to the
care (including medications)
they receive from their traditional primary care physician.

..

Said Campbell: "If a woman
T found a
calls up and says
lump in my breast, can you
help me try to visualize it
we won't. I say, get
away?'
thee to an oncologist!"
Alternatives
For the most part, many
ATU staff members are critical
of what goes by the name of
"alternative" health care in the
Bay Area. Most "alternative"
clinics, the staff members
charged, fail to systematically
analyze the effectiveness of
their treatments. Because these
clinics operate to "make
money" or "prove their
ideology," the ATU staff
members said, they often
prescribe one favored treat-

...

don't, however, go far enough.
Some staff members, including
Dr. Waddell, work for free;

others, according to Campbell,
are underpaid.
The ATU's financial problems are, according to Dr.
Waddell, characteristic of pro-

for.

clinics which serve only the affluent have no trouble making
ends meet, but the ATC is not
in that category. "Our feeling
is that part of our reason for
being here is to make these
kind of therapies available to
non-Marin people," says
Campbell.
Consequently, the ATC provides free care to patients who
meet SFGH eligibility
guidelines. Free care notwithstanding, Campbell is proud that 97 per cent of the ATU
patients are seen within five to
15 minutes of their appointment time — compared to
waits of up to 45 minutes at
other SFGH clinics.
Yet despite speedy service
and the possibility of free care,
the ATC may not be reaching
the population it hoped to
serve. The unit's patients tend
to be more affluent than most
that use the county hospital,
and, according to the recent
survey, 65 per cent are white,
as compared to 20 per cent

ment uniformly for whatever old red brick hospital
ailment clients bring in the buildings. Dr. Waddell spent
door.
her own money to buy biofeedOn the other hand, the ATU back equipment. A grateful
does exist as a reaction to the patient donated a carpet and
limitations of traditional
health care. "We're trying to
add to and complement the
traditional medical model."
said staff internist Dr. Jerome
Schofferman. "We're trying to
expand the concept of 'medical
problem' beyond just the
physical."
Dr. Waddell started the
ATU in 1976, shortly after she
resigned as chief of the
Medical Clinics of the Adult
Health Center at SFGH. As a
high-powered administrator,
Dr. Waddell became interested
in stress reduction techniques
which she used herself and
taught to patients and hardworking housestaff. She also
became convinced of the need
to find alternatives to some
drugs. Hypertension medication, for example, causes impotence in some men.
When the new SFGH
building was occupied in the
summer of 1976, the ATU
opened its offices in one of the
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• Paperbacks Best Sellers

• U.C.

grams offering alternative
therapies. "The system is
geared to pay for the ten
minute visit," says Dr. Waddell, "that's how doctors make
money."
But alternative therapies
suchas'Tftassage and bodywork
—take up [to an hour, a time
period, stays Dr. Waddell, that
neither Medi-Cal nor private
individuals are willing to pay

Dr. Jerome Schofferman of the Alternative Therapies Unit
thinks the concept of "medical problem" should be expanded
beyond just the physical.

WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING!
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alternative

recliner chairs and the county
provided some office equip-

ment.
Currently, the county gives
the unit a CETA worker, picks

up part of their phone bill and
provides some supplies. The
federal Health and Human
Services agency supplies a
grant for one other unit
worker, but the bulk of the
ATU's expenses
salaries for
its 13 staff members — must
come out of the fees the unit
charges patients. Though the
unit is considered a part of the

—

SFGH General Medical Clinic,
since 1977 it has been officially
set up as the "UC private practice" of Dr. Waddell
now a
consultant at SFGH. UCSF,
therefore, gives the unit no
funding, and, in fact, charges
the fee charged to all UC
private practices.
The fees the unit brings in,

—

Black, 10 per cent Latin and

five per cent Asian.
And according to Campbell,
the number of Third World patients has dropped somewhat
since the ATU began.
Campbell said she doesn't

know for sure why the number

of Third World patients has
dropped. It might, she said, be
due to the fact that the unit's
referrals from non-SFGH
physicians have increased.
These physicians, she said,
might be "pre-screening" patients and referring only those
who match their stereotypes of
those who would respond to
"alternative" treatments.
The stereotypical user of
"alternative" medicine, is, of
course, the Marin stereotype:
the hip, affluent Caucasian.
The ATU experiment questions whether the stereotype
need be the reality if alternative treatments are made
available in public health services.
The results, of course, are
not yet in, but Dr. Waddell uncomfortably reports that the
white affluent male seems to
succeed best with the therapies
the ATC offers. More men, Dr.
Waddell reports, do better
than women; more whites do
better than Third World people; and more people with
more money do better than
people with less.
The differences, Dr. Waddell says, are not absolute. But
she says, it seems that, so far,
people who have more sense of
control over their lives are
more able to make the lifechanges that the alternative
therapies may require.

Depression prevention project
The UCSF Department of
Psychiatry at San Francisco

sections taught in English and
Spanish, will consist of 12 sessions, two per week for six
weeks. Each session will be IV.
hours. The classes will begin in
early March and enrollment
will be no more than 10 persons per class.

General Hospital is offering a
course on the prevention of
depression as part of a larger
Depression Prevention
Research Project.
The course, which will offer
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The focus of the course is on
self-management skills—learning to identify the factors that
influence one's mood and then
learning to modify these factors to limit the degree of
depressive feelings one may experience. In addition to the
course, participants in the project will be asked to complete
some informational questionnaires and take part in a
clinical interview prior to the
onset of the course.
Persons interested in participating in such a course may
call Ricardo Munoz, Ph.D.,
Dept. of Psychiatry—UCSF,
SFGH, 821-5075.
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Study finds workers don't trust company doctor
Continued from Page 1
on the Job. Thus, the 14,000
deaths per year reported to the
U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services are only the
tip of the iceberg.
Krieger also noted U.S.
Department of Labor statistics
estimating that annually 25

million injuries related to
workers' employment in unsafe
workplaces go unreported as
occupational related. These
high figures are less surprising
when one considers that a
Chicago municipal study,
quoted by Krieger, found that
73 per cent of all workers were
exposed to at least one health
hazard on the job.

Study
Krieger conducted his study
with the help of medical staff
at the G.E. plant and the International Union of Electric
Workers (lUE), which
represents the G.E. workers.
Interviews with the medical
staff found that the clinic
director was trained in occupational health but that two other
staff M.D.s were trained in
family practice and surgery.

Noting that this situation
was perhaps better than
elsewhere in industry, Krieger
cited the results of a Health
Pac study which found that only" five per cent of company

doctors in New Jersey industries had board certification or other training in occupational medicine. Critics
have charged that this lack of
training contributes to underreporting of occupational illness due to failure by the
physician to recognize jobrelated disease, and to a higher
rate of misdiagnosis of these

health problems.
Dr. Molly Coye, regional
medical officer for the National
Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health, remarked
after Krieger's talk that the
questions of adequate training
amd misdiagnosis by company
doctors needed further study in
order to determine whether
lack of training or conflict of
interest was at fault.
Contradiction
Although the medical director of G.E.s clinic told Krieger
that screening programs were
conducted routinely, interviews
with clinic nursing staff contradicted this story, Krieger
said. Nurses complained that
there was no adequate screening, no occupational history
was taken when workers were
seen for physical exams, and
no programs were conducted to
educate workers about the
hazards of smoking or the
benefits of exercise.
In a survey of shop stewards
throughout the G.E. plant,
Krieger found that 78 per cent
had been injured while working at G.E and that every
steward who had worked there
more than 10 years had been
injured on the job. Of those injured while working at G.E.,
Krieger reported that greater
than half complained of back
injury and/or skin rashes,
while more than 40 per cent
complained of headache
and/or ear, nose or throat irritation.

In evaluating the workers'
trust of the company medical
staff at G.E., the survey found
that none of the shop stewards
rated the company physician as
"excellent" while 44 per cent
rated their private doctor this
way. Similarly none of these
persons rated their private doc-

March and rally
A march and rally protesting
U.S. intervention in El
Salvador and the draft will be
held on Saturday, Jan. 17. Pro-

testors will gather at noon at
the Berkeley civic center at
Grove and Allston Streets for a
march to Sproul Plaza on the
UC Berkeley campus.
Speakers at the rally will include experts on U.S. foreign
policy, a representative of El
Salvador's broad opposition
group, the Democratic Revolutionary Front (FOR), officials
from the Catholic Church, and
members of the local com-

munity.
Sponsors of the event are the
Coalition Against U.S. Intervention in El Salvador, and
Casa El Salvador. For information call 282-3070.

AFSCME 1650 invites all
UCSF campus workers to join
its contingent attending the
march. It will form in San
Francisco's Dolores Park (18th
and Dolores Streets) at 10 a.m.
It will then be part of a car
caravan that will drive through
the Mission District before
proceeding to Berkeley. For
more information call Charlie
atx-1201.

Announcing the opening 0f...

»

Odyildll
l\en Pa/ihart'c

(Former owner of The
Darkroom on Irving Street)

education and/or
screening programs which do
not produce income but may
have a greater role in preventing illness related to the
worker

workplace.

Reflecting these priorities,
Krieger noted that the G.E.
clinic had two separate entrances for management and
workers; the executives walked
into wood-paneled rooms with
red carpets while workers were
seen in bare, linoleum-floored
exam rooms.

Finally, Krieger found that

the company doc is not even
accountable to the usual
regulatory boards and commissions. Connecticut is one of a
few states where company
clinics are required to be
licensed by the state, and no
hospital or national clinical accreditation program exists to
regulate these clinics.

90% of job-related injuries are not reported as such, according
to a study. A study also found that two-thirds of workers
surveyed felt the company doctor's allegiance was to the corporation and not to the worker/patient.
involving the sterilization of
workers exposed to DBCP at a
chemical plant in Lathrop,
California and the questionable experimentation on
lead workers at a plant in Montana, Krieger charged that
doctors and researchers sponsored by corporations
demonstrate a conflict of interests.

tor as "poor" while 37 per cent
rated the company physician
this way. Only nine per cent
stated that they would trust the
company doctor for "any and
all medical care." This figure
is significant considering the
national push for clinics and
hospitals operated as profitable ventures by corporations in or near the workplace.
Further study needed
Krieger concluded that further study would be needed to
assess the extent of these attitudes within the workforce at
the Massachusetts plant, and
•that worker interest in a non-

While

superficially
dedicated to the cause of good
medical care for employees,

these physicians are under the
influence of their sponsors to
minimize workers' health complaints in order to keep
payments for worker's compensation down, he said.
Krieger also found it
remarkable that the G.E.
clinic, like many other corporate health facilities, is run
as a profit-making urfit within
the corporation. Thus,
physical exams of executives —
which produce income for the
clinic are given priority over

company occupational health
clinic would also- need to be
determined. The lUE is considering opening a clinic
similar to the Worker's Clinic
at San Francisco General
Hospital.
Krieger's study also aimed at
describing the material influences on the company doctor. Citing recent controversies

To add insult to injury, he
said, an employee suspecting
malpractice at the hands of a
company doctor cannot sue
this person for damages since
the courts consider the doctor a
"fellow employee." Instead,
workers can only sue for
worker's compensation, which
provides an income below the
worker's earning potential.
Critics claim this is inadequate
to sustain an injured worker
and his or her family.
Changing role

Krieger cited proposals to
change the present role of company doctors, including the recent creation of several

"worker's clinics" nationwide,
sponsored either by unions or
by government agencies. He
also noted a successful legal
challenge to the "fellow
employee" exemption of company doctors in Indiana last
year.

Krieger recommended increased public funding of occupational health programs
paid for via taxation of the
responsible corporations, as
proposed by Representative
Ron Dellums (D-Oakland) in
hisbiUH.R. 11879.

Krieger concluded his talk
by saying that the bottom line
of good occupational health
making the workplace
safe. This can be most easily
accomplished, he noted, by
educating workers about
health and safety, and
engineering health hazards out
of the workplace.
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New healers
Continued from Page 1
from the usual American
physican model of a silverhaired father figure. This offends people, but it's the reality of U.S. health care today."
"PAs are ideal partners in a
medical team" says physician's
assistant Harvey Fine, who
works in a group practice in
Stockton, California. "We produce income, but can't 'steal'
patients because we legally
can't practice alone."
Physician's assistants currently work in all three branches of the military, in California prisons, health

— changing the face of U.S. health care

maintenance

organizations,
and many rural medical practices. Some 700 physician's
assistants and 2,000 family
nurse practitioners now practice in California, a state slow
to use mid-level practitioners
because of resistance from the
high number of resident physicians. The majority work
where they are trained in the
South, where the physician's
assistant concept originated,

Mid-level practitioners compensate for some of the weaknesses
of the private health care system. They spend more time with
patients and emphasize preventive medicine

and in the Midwest.

Despite qualified support by

most doctors, however, some

conservative physician groups
believe the new medical division of labor will produce a
sorcerer's apprentice army that
will soon overwhelm the
market for health services.
"Physician extenders should
not be used to replace a physician when one is available,"
says Dr. Hubert Upton, past
president of the California
Academy of Family Physicians.
"The saturation point is hapvery quickly. We
believe decreasing the level of
medical training is unfair to
the patient and potentially
dangerous."
There are nearly 400,000 active physicians in the U.S. today, a more than 30 percent increase since 1968. Partly
because of federal subsidies to
medical schools in recent
years, those figures are likely to
go up.
In mid-November, the
Graduate Medical Education
National Advisory Committee
released projections for a
70,000 physician surplus by
1990, the highest percentages
being in such lucrative
specialities as surgery, car-

pening

4?

diology, and endocrinology.
The panel also estimated that
the number of mid-level practitioners would increase' to
26,000 physician's assistants,
39,000 nurse practitioners, and
5,000 nurse midwives.
Although the report recommended that training for physi-

cian's assistants be maintained
at present levels, and that
restrictive laws be changed, the
fear of a medical surplus caused immediate reaction in the
American Medical Association
and the American Academy of
Family Physicians. Resolutions
have been introduced in both
organizations calling for
scaled-down support of midlevel practitioners —especially
those who might threaten small
family practices. The AMA is
particularly upset that some
nurse practitioners aretalking
about setting up independent
practice. And some of the
resistance to the new professionals has come from
registered nurses who see their
own careers threatened.
"Everyone reached for his
wallet," Steier says. "But in
reality mid-level practitioners

i

I*

aren't much threat to physicians. Nearly a third of PAs
work in minority communities,
rural areas and the inner cities
where very few doctors practice."

Despite the rapid increase in
the absolute number of physicians described in the committee report, the percentage of
doctors in primary care
specialties has steadily declined from 42 percent in 1963 to
39 percent in 1976. In addition, the geographical

maldistrubution of physicians
persists. The Institute of
Medicine in Washington,
D.C., reported in 1978
that physicians do not move to
underserved areas as the threat
of medical oversupply increases, contradicting a long-

held claim of the AMA in its

campaign against regulating
physician supply.

"The critical factor is always
distribution, not numbers,"
says Virginia Fowkes, director

of the Primary Care Associate
Program at Stanford University Medical Center. "Brazil, for
instance, has an abundance of
cosmetic surgeons and
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specialists living in Rio dc
Janeiro, while the health care
of most Brazilians is neglected.
As long as our PAs are going to
medically underserved areas,
we see no threat to existing
medical practices."
The Stanford program,
which trains physician's
assistants, targets the rural
areas and inner cities of California, drawing applicants from
the areas they will eventually
serve. Students receive two
years of intensive training at
the Stanford University School
of Medicine, including an "apprenticeship" with local physicians willing to teach.
Graduates then must take a
national exam to be certified
by the state Board of Medical
Quality Assurance.
Not surprisingly, training
costs for physician's assistants
are an average of $110,000 less
than for doctors and annual
salaries average $30,000 lower.
The vast majority of mid-level
practitioners work in general
medicine, taking medical
histories, doing physical exams, and providing health
education. A few have carved
out smaller, specialized niches
in the health care market, such
as women's health, emergency
room, orthopedic and allergy
care. California law, however,
limits the hiring of physician's
assistants to two per physicians, who must also be stateapproved as employers.
"PAs are especially valuable
in a medical team because we
generate revenue," Steier comments. "Nurses, technicians,
and medical aides are all con-

sidered overhead by the practice. But the physician bills for
our services directly."
In 1974, the Kaiser PerHealth Maintenance
Organization (HMO) in
Portland, Oregon, conducted a
much-quoted study of physician's assistant productivity. It
found that they provided a 30
percent cost saving to the
organization at no decline in
the quality of health care.
More than 20 additional
studies have confirmed these
findings.
The economic arguments for

hiring physician's assistants
are now proving irresistable.
Dependable and profitable,
mid-level practitioners do what
many doctors won't do, go
where many doctors won't go,
and still maintain the existing
fee-for-service relationship between patient and physician.
"I see an era of intense competition among health care
providers — health
maintenance organizations,
self-care, practitioners, midwives and mainstream physicians," says Dr. Ferdinand
Mitchell, head of the family
nurse practitioner program at
the University of California
School of Medicine, Davis.
"I'm a great believer in a
market system. We're hearing
some complaints now from
those physicians who had a
monopoly on family health
care in the past, and don't like
the prospect of competition."
"On the contrary, I think it's
good for American health
care."

Special Olympics needs volunteers
The Special Olympics Program, co-sponsored by the
Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and the San Francisco
Recreation and Park Department, is seeking volunteer
physicians, nurses and

paramedics to give free
medicals to potential athletes.
Each athlete must turn in a
medical form signed by a legal
guardian and a physician.
There is no registration fee.
Also needed are volunteers
to help with registration,
clerical work, and to make
community contacts to locate
potential athletes.

SPEED READING
and
COMPREHENSION
TRAINING
classes
in S.F. and Berkeley
$45 complete

5252474

For more information contact Jan Gloe at McLaren
Lodge, Golden Gate Park,

558-4971 or 558-5031.
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SATURDAY, JAN. 24,1981
9:00-3:30
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
$2.00 advance
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FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
WRITE OR PHONE:
MINORITY DAY
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY :
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY, CA 94720
(415)642-4634

WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?
THE MEDICAL CAREER FIELD!
BE A RESPIRATORY THERAPIST
We can train you for a management or educator future
in the field of RESPIRATORY THERAPY. If you have 60
or more college units including some basic sciences
you are eligible to enroll in our RESPIRATORY
THERAPIST 301 program beginning Jan. 26,1981.
For more information call:
PRUETT COLLEGE OF CAREER EDUCATION
1926 Grant St., Concord, CA 94520
415/687-8220
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Vital Signs
Continued from Page 2

percent of

and beverages. Caffeine was
also included in this category.
The FDA has already proposed
that caffeine be removed from
the G.R.A.S. list, but has permitted continued use pending
further study.
The agency has also proposed changing the definition of
"cola" so that caffeine would
no longer be a required ingredient. Goyan has warned pregnant women to use caffeine
products sparingly, if at all,
because of tests associating
caffeine intake with birth
defects in laboratory animals.
Class 4 status, recommending restriction of use, was
given to seven substances: four
modified starches used as
thickening agents, lactic acid
and calcium lactate, formerly
used in infant formulas, and
salt, one of the most widely used food additives. The panel
said that reducing the use of
salt in processed foods would
help between 10 and 30 percent
of the population with a
genetic tendency to high blood
pressure.
The panel indicated that it
had insufficient evidence to
evaluate 18 substances, and
the FDA said it would propose
removing them from the
G.R.A.S. list and banning
their use unless sufficient data
becomes available.
The FDA is also considering
the results of tests on an artificial flavoring agent, cinnamyl anthranilate, which
were conducted by the National Toxicology Program of
the National Cancer Institute.
The flavoring agent, used since
the 1940's as an imitation
grape or cherry flavor, was
found to cause cancer in male
and female mice and in male
rats.

Liver cancers were found in

79 percent of male mice and 67

female mice at

relatively high dose levels, and
60 percent of male mice and 41
percent of females at low
doeses. In the control group,
29 percent of the males and 6
percent of the females
developed cancers over the two
year testing period.
Cinnamyl nathranilate is used in amounts ranging from
1.7 to 730 parts per million in
beverages, ice cream, candy,
baked goods, gelatins, puddings and chewing gums. It is
used in smaller concentrations
as a fragrance in soaps,
detergents, creams, lotions and

10 years at UCSF

caused by anxiety also in-

crease.
The unemployed person is
not the only person affected.
His or her entire family bears
the brunt of joblessness. Even
infant mortality rates shoot up
in recessions, as pregnant
women in unemployment
ravaged households economize
on prenatal care and can't eat

as well as they should.
Dollars and Sense
November, 1980

No Butts or Ashes
Smokers having trouble
kicking the habit may soon
perfumes.
find something new to help
—New York Times them nicotine chewing gum.
Dow Chemical Co. recently
12/30/80,
applied to the government for
Unemployed Workers
permission to market a
Lose More Than Jobs
nicotine-based gum as a
Unemployment is not only prescription drug. The combad for the pocketbook but it pany claims the gum can help
may also be hazardous to your people stop smoking and lessen
health, according to researthe symptoms of withdrawal
from nicotine that smokers
chers.
often suffer.
M. Harvey Brenner, a proThe "Nicorette" gum is not
fessor at Johns Hopkins
University, recently reported to a cure-all, a Dow spokesman
Congress' Joint Economic said. Nausea, hiccups and jaw
Committee that each extra fatigue might be some side effects, he said.
percentage point of unemployThe bitter, peppery, biting
ment can be expected to intaste
of nicotine is hard to
37,000
deaths
by
crease
in the
mask," the spokesman said of
following six years.
Of these, 20,000 deaths will the Swedish-made gum, which
is already sold in Britain and
come from heart disease — aggravated by the stress of Canada.
The Food and Drug Adunemployment and by a poorer
ministration says it will closely
diet than when employed, according to a study. Suicides, examine the application.
homicides, and cirrhosis of the Nicotine in this form can be
liver will cost another 2,000 toxic and the agency is very
concerned about the safety of
lives.
Thomas Cottle, a lecturer at this drug, an FDA spokesman
the Harvard Medical School, said.
Dow, whose products have
adds that joblessness leads to a
deterioration in many aspects ranged from Napalm to
not just in increasbathroom cleaners, said it
of health
ed mortality. Tooth decay, could market Nicorette in the
caused by poor diet, is higher U.S. by early 1982.
New York Times
among the unemployed. Ulcers
12/30/80
and other stomach problems
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Dr. Julius Krevans
Activities were held last Friday to honor Dr. Julius R.
Krevans on his tenth anniversary as Dean of the School of
Medicine.
Dr. Krevans, chairman of
the Association of American
Medical Colleges and regarded
as one of the country's leaders
in academic medicine, has
been credited with helping the
medical school emerge into one
of the top three in this country
in teaching, clinical care, and

—

—

pus.

The fair will be held on Jan.
23, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., at

Queen Adah's Hall, 1390 Turk

Street between Fillmore and

Webster.
The Bay Area Urban
League, Community Advisory

Classified Ads

—

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

For Crossword Puzzle Fans...

LITTLE SHAMROCK
C )

NURSING STUDENTS
Groves Nurses Registry, Inc. is
hiring Hospital Attendants for
float positions in Acute Staff
Relief. Perfect for nursing
students with six months or more
clinical experience. Work around
your school schedule and gain
valuable nursing knowledge in
various acute areas. In the past six
years Groves Registry has helped
hundreds of students through
school and has long been a favorite
of motivated nursing students. Pay
is Union Scale. Phone today for an
appointment.
433-5950

—

120 Parnassus 3 room furnished
apts. including linens and dishes.
Sleeps 4. 3 blocks to U.C. Medical
Center. $500 month or $135 per
week. Short term O.K. 441-7019.

— Since 1893

• Remodeled and Reopened
• UC Night Every Monday (25c off everything with 1.D.)
• Darts Moved To Backroom Now!
• Fantastic Stereophonic Sound System
• Backgammon Set Available
• Guiness & Bass On Tap And All Your Favorite Drinks

NURSES: RN & LVN
Prescheduled staff relief
positions available for RN's
and LVN's In acute
hospitals.
AIDES
Nurses Aide positions also
available, especially

weekend.

~Phone Today: 673-9791

807 Lincoln Way (at 9th Aye.)

661-0060
Hours: 3 p.m.-2 a.m.
La

|

HSTAT
NIMSING
SERVICES

2107VanNe83,S.F.

|

TYPING: Expert medical
transcriber, IBM correcting Selectric. Fast (110+ wpm), neat, efficient. References. Reasonable
rates. Pickup, delivery available.
681-1179.

25% DISCOUNT
KODAK, ILFORD, AGFA

Films & Paper
Quality Used Equipment
and Darkroom Supplies

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE. Post-Scott Medical
Building, across from Mount Zion
Hospital. 1,020 sq. ft.
very attractive space. $1,530 per month.
Call Grosvenor Properties Ltd. 160
Sansomc Street, 421-5940.
Shirley.

THE DARKROOM
843 IRVING (off 10th Aye.)
S.F., CA
566-3606

—

HOUSING NEEDED

S.F.s Oldest Pub

Santa Rosa, and North Coast
counties.
Dr. Krevans was appointed
dean in 1971. Prior to coming

On Friday a luncheon, attended by faculty, staff and to UCSF he served as a prostudents was held. Later fessor of medicine and !
medical school faculty academic affairs dean at Join ;
members gave state-of-the-arts Hopkins University. For six
summaries in their biomedical years he served as Physician-in
areas at a symposium honoring Chief of the Baltimore City
Hospital while on the Hopkins '•;
Dr. Krevans.
10
the
faculty.
years
For over

sponsoring the event.
For more information, call
Dave Johnson at x-1645.

Committe of Westside Community Mental Health Center
and the Western Addition Project Area Committee are co-

MEDICAL CROSSWORD PUZZLES
100-page book of" original crosswords plus related
anecdotes and trivia. Second Edition. Only $3.50 copy
postpaid (plus sales tax) from Medical Crosswords,
Box 99187, San Francisco, CA 94109. Only book of its
kind! Order now!

primary care teaching programs in underserved areas
such as Salinas-Monterey,

research.

UCSF job fair
The UCSF Personnel
Department is sponsoring a
Community Job Fair
with
the emphasis on attracting
minority applicants for existing and future jobs on cam-

medical school has been first in
the country in National Institutes of Health research funding and for the last five years
has alternated with Harvard in
leading medical schools in
receiving career development
funding. The school, under
Dr. Krevans, had developed

Local writer and foundation administrator couple need to
housesit while home is being
restored. References. 752-1328.

SERVICES
TAX ANALYSTS OF AMERICA
1256-7th Aye. 665-0100
Income Tax Specialists
CompleteAccounting Service
Investment Counseling

INSTRUCTION
ENGLISH CLASSES. Sma.i
group and private classes. Morning, evening and Saturday groups
various levels. Private Englisi.
conversation or TOEFL prepara
tion classes to suit your schedule.
Experienced teachers, comfortable
atmosphere, low prices) American
Culture and Language Center,
241018th Aye., San Francisco,
681-4909.

—

The Synapse accepts classified advertising. The cost is 51.50 for 20 words.
Ads may be sent to the Synapse office,
1324 Third Aye. For more information
call 666-2211.

January 15,1981

Synapse
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MILLBERRYUNION RECREATION
MU Calendar
of Events

the history, consumption, cultivation,

culinary and creative powers of Alium
Sativum. Noon, Cole Hall, free.

Thursday, Jan. 15

Thursday, Jan. 22
PERFORMANCE: GRUPO RAIZ.
The group draws from the traditional
music of the Ancles, Chile, and the
Caribbean in an exciting blend of
rhythms, instruments and lyrics. Noon,
MU Lounge, free.

PERFORMANCE: NIKOLAI
MASSENKOFF—accompanied by a
trio of balalaika, domra, and
bayan—will span a thousand years of
Russian history through a variety of
ballads, war songs, and love songs.
Noon, MU Lounge, free.

FILM: ALL THAT JAZZ. From the
man responsible for "Lenny" and
"Cabaret" comes Bob Fosse's razzledazzle autobiographical film. Winner
of five academy awards. 5:45 and 8

Friday, Jan. 23

$1.50/$2.

p.m., Cole Hall.

CABARET NIGHT: THE TOONS. See
photo/description for details.

Friday, Jan. 16

Outdoors

FILM: ALL THAT JAZZ. 7 and 9:15
p.m., Cole Hall, $1.50/$2. See Jan. 15
listing for description.

Unlimited

Monday, Jan. 19

Monday, Jan. 19

Sign-ups begin for:

LECTURE: LAETRILE, with Jerry
Haleva, Executive Assistant to State
Sen. Wayne Campbell (R-Whitter) and
co-sponsor of the controversial
"Laetrile: Freedom of Choice" bill.
Noon. HSW-303, free.

Tuesday, Jan. 20
FILM: GARLIC IS AS GOOD AS TEN
MOTHERS. A lip-smacking foray into

t

Wild Edibles Walk, Jan. 31.
Cross Country Skiing, South Tahoe,
Jan.3l-Feb.l
For the third year, the Commitee for Arts and Lectures welcomes THE TOONS
that titalating, talented troupe of singers, dancers, musicians and comedians
who form a combination of the Five Satins, Four Letterman, and Three
Stooges. Also appearing on CABARET NIGHT will be popular local comedian,
Barry Sobel. Friday, Jan. 23, 8 .m. $3.50 UCSF students and MU members,
$4.50 general admission. Ticket price includes two free drinks.

—

Swing Dancin', the Townehouse, Jan.
26

Outdoors Unlimited is located at 24
Kirkham St. Hours: 11:30-1:30, 4-6,
Monday-Friday. Phone: 666-2078.

ASUC dance

Sagebrush Rebellion grows in the west
Continued from Page 3
Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. The lab complex
serves as a dumping ground for
much of the nation's radioactive waste from nuclear
weapons production cycles.
Concern has grown because
the Snake River Plain aquifer
is the source of drinking water
and irrigation for most of
southern Idaho. The statewide
Coalition for a Clean Aquifer
and other Idaho-based
organizations have mobilized
sustained pressure from state

residents including farmers
and students.
Elsewhere in the Rocky
Mountain region, foes of a major federal nuclear weapons
facility claimed a victory last
fall when Colorado Governor
Richard Lamm went on record
opposing any expansion or

modernizing of the Rocky Flats
nuclear weapons plant. He
suggested that Rocky Flats be
moved to a more remote location. Located about 20 miles
northwest of Denver, the plant
is operated by Rockwell Inter-

national Corporation for the

Financial Aid Column
Application Deadline Today
Today (Jan. 15) is the deadline for 1981-82 applications to be returned to the Financial Aid Office. Any continuing student applying for financial
aid for the 1981-82 school year should have submitted a completed application to the office.
Pharmacy Students
Regulations regarding Cal Grants A and B have changed.
Those pharmacy students who received Cal Grants in the past
are now eligible for up to five years of funding unless they have
received a baccalaureate degree. Those students are not eligible for a graduate fellowship until their Cal Grant eligibility
has been depleted. More details are available in the Financial
Aid Office.

Questionnaire

The Financial Aid Office is conducting a cost of living questionnaire for students who are currently on financial aid. The
results of this will be used to help determine our cost-of-living
budget for next year. Any student who has not yet completed
this form is welcome to come by the office and pick one up.

federal government, making
plutonium "triggers" for
nuclear warheads.

In trying to sell its nuclear
scenarios in the West, the
Defense Department has
sometimes committed glaring
cultural miscalculations. In

approaching communities
most directly affected by MX
construction, for example, the
military used public relations
approaches more appropriate
for college campuses than for
small Mormon towns. When a
female general toured southern
Utah to speak at town forums
recently, her low-cut blouse
elicited as much outrage as her
verbal advocacy of the highly
unpopular MX system.

The ASUCSF is sponsoring
a dance on Friday, Jan. 16
from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the

Indeed, opposition to the Millberry Union Cafeteria.
MX is now so widespread as to
Music will be provided by
qualify as a regional "apple the Matrix Band and Espirit.
pie" issue for politicians.
Admission is $1.50. All
Nevada Senator Paul Laxalt
members of the campus comand Utah Senators Orrin munity are welcome.
Hatch and Jake Gam
all
Refreshments will be available.
strong Reagan conservatives
will find it hard to support the
new administration if it goes
forward with the current Air
"Stress and Career
Force proposals. Already, Changes" is today's (Jan. 15)
there are indications from contopic in the Stress Managegressional and Defense ment Series. The talk will be
Department insiders that an held from noon to 1 p.m. in
alternate MX system may be Room A-326.
forced on the administration.
Speaking will be Susan

——

President-elect Reagan himself
has questioned the present MX
proposal and has consistently
tried to side with the
Sagebrush Rebels.

Stress series

Eveleth,

Career Planning
Specialist in the Development
and Training Office.
For more information call x-

-4032.

Severe measures

Despite the conservative,
law-abiding traditions here,
some opponents of the MX
have reportedly resorted to
wanton rearrangement of
survey stakes for the construction projects in Utah. And
residents of the spacious terrain hint of more severe
measures to sabotage MX construction if it progresses much
further.

State government officials
are now showing a willingness
to convey inhospitable
messages to the Department of
Defense through administrative actions. In
November, the Utah State
Land Board fined the U.S. Air
Force $30,000 for "trespassing" on state property while
doing survey work for the MX.

Science writing course
A

practical, workshop"Science Writing
and Editing"
is now
available at a convenient time
for office and lab workers.
bourse

—

—

The course, taught by Bruce

Finson

of

the California

Academy of Sciences through
the Continuing Education of-

fice at S.F. State, will be given
from 5 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays, from Jan. 29 to
May 21.

The course, CIS 560, is
designed for scientists, writers
and editors who will learn how
to write and edit technical
reports for scientific and
engineering audiences, and
also how to adapt technical
data for more popular aii-

diences, via magazine articles,
instruction manuals, and

media scripts.
The course emphasizes practical, professional training.
Finson, a science magazine

editor (Pacific Discovery) and
freelance writer, will present
up-to-date information on the
science-editing job market,
and techniques for successful
freelancing.

To learn more about the
course, which costs $132, call

Finson at the Academy: 221-5100; or come to the first class
meeting in Physical Sciences

409, S.F. State Campus; or call

Continuing Education at 469-1373 to register.

